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ABSTRACT

A new analytic framework based on
a linear algebra approach is proposed
for examining the performance of a di-
rect sequence spread spectrum (DS/SS)
slotted ALOHA wireless communication
network systems with delay capture. The
discrete-time Markov chain model has
been introduced to account for the effect
of randomized time of arrival (TOA) at
the central receiver and determine the
evolution of the finite population network
performance in a single-hop environment.
The proposed linear algebra approach
applied to the given Markov problem
requires only computing the eigenvector
Π of the state transition matrix and then
normalizing it to have the sum of its entries
equal to 1. MATLAB computation results
show that systems employing discrete
TOA randomization and delay capture
significantly improves throughput-delay
performance and the employed analy-
sis approach is quite easily and staightfor-
wardly applicable to the current analysis
problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During last decade, extensive analysis of

single-hop packet-switched spread spectrum

(SS) random access systems has been intro-

duced in the literature. Most of the analy-

ses thus far have focused on the physical-level

performance in terms of the probability of bit

error, with only a few papers dealing with

medium access control (MAC)-level through-

put and delay analyses [1], [2], [3]. In particu-

lar, the MAC-level analysis of SS random ac-

cess systems with delay capture is very rarely

found in the literature.

Several researchers have considered the

MAC-level performance analysis for some SS

multiple access packet radio networks of inter-

est in this paper. Davis and Gronemeyer [1] an-

alyzed a DS/SS slotted ALOHA packet radio

system with randomized TOA and delay cap-

ture. With the assumption that a perfect error

correcting code capability is available at the re-

ceiver, they focused on the effect of capture on

the network performance in terms of through-

put, delay and stability. The slotted ALOHA

CDMA system was analyzed by Raychaud-

huri [2]. Assuming each arriving packet is al-

ways captured with probability one, he empha-

sized the effect of multiple access coding tech-

niques on the throughput-delay-stability per-

formance. Polydoros and Silvester [3] pro-

posed an analytical framework for the study of

single-hop slotted random access SS packet ra-

dio networks with various network topologies

and channel conditions; their theory is charac-

terized by the identification of a set of prob-

abilistic parameters which serve to efficiently

summarize the effect of various network con-

siderations on the MAC-level performance.

In general, to determine the performance

of the postulated system, the statistics of

throughput and delay are used as figures of

merit that characterize system performance.

System performance can be evaluated by

applying the following three standard analysis

approaches:

1. Finite user population Markov chain

analysis;

2. Equilibrium contour analysis based on

the limiting throughput of an infinite

user population;

3. Infinite population S�G analysis, which

provides a measure of maximum achiev-

able throughput (channel capacity).

For an infinite user population,we can look

into the dynamic behavior of the postulated

system from twin viewpoints of equilibrium

contour and S�G (throughput versus offered

traffic) analyses. In [1], an equilibrium con-

tour analysis has been used for the infinite user

population, leading to the limiting output rate

(throughput) equation.

Equilibriumcontour analysis was first used

by Kleinrock and Lam in evaluating the perfor-

mance of slotted ALOHA multiple access sys-

tem [4]. This analysis is a fluid-type approxi-

mation which applies only to steady state. It

assumes that the system is always at an equili-
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brium point, where the equilibrium point is de-

fined as a point n at which the new packet in-

put rate Sin.n/ is equal to the system through-

put rate Sout.n/: Therefore, in equilibriumcon-

tour analysis, it is not necessary to calculate the

state transition probabilities Pi; j , which are es-

sential in the finite population Markov chain

analysis.

In equilibrium contour analysis, the glob-

ally stable equilibrium point on the load line,

denoted by .no; So /; is determined at the inter-

section of the contour and the load line. This

equilibriumpoint is called the “channel operat-

ing point” [4]. Kleinrock and Lam showed that

the steady-state throughput-delay performance

of a stable channel is closely approximated by

its globally stable equilibrium point; that is, S

and N for a stable channel are closely approxi-

mated by the equilibrium throughput and delay

So and no at the channel operating point. We

will verify this claim through a numerical ex-

ample.

S�G analysis easily delivers the means to

evaluate the performance of the given capture-

type slotted ALOHA system in terms of the

maximum achievable throughput or channel

capacity.

A stability analysis can be performed us-

ing a load line approach in an equilibrium con-

tour analysis. The S�G analysis cannot deal

with the stability problem because the offered

traffic (channel traffic)1 is modeled as a ho-

1The offered traffic, often called channel traffic, is re-

ferred to as the sum of new packet transmissions and re-

transmissions in a channel [7].

mogeneous Poisson process. Equilibrium con-

tour analysis is based on a Poisson assump-

tion. However, only the new packet arrival dis-

tribution is approximated by this Poisson pro-

cess for an infinite population. Compared to

the equilibrium contour analysis, less compu-

tation is required in the S�G analysis.

The major disadvantage of the Markov

chain analysis is state space explosion, which

limits the size of the network that can be ana-

lyzed.
In the Markov model, the new packet input

rate Sin.n/ in state n is expressed by

Sin.n/D .M�n/qa; (1)

where qa denotes the new packet transmission

probability and 0� n � M, depending on the

state of the system.

In this paper, we reconsider the classical

Davis and Gronemeyer’s work [1] to extend

their previous published results into a finite

population Markov chain analysis, where the

linear algebra approach based on eigenvector-

eigenvalue problem is employed to describe

the behavior of the postulated DS/SS slotted

ALOHA wireless random access network with

delay capture. However, this paper majorly

concerns about demonstrating the viability of

the employed analysis approach, rather than

showing the performance itself of a given spe-

cific technique.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Consider the slotted ALOHA random ac-
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cess system shown in Fig. 1 [5]-[7], in which

the ALOHA system consists of M users con-

tending to occupy a single common channel.

Fig. 1 shows that each user is in either the

transmission (TR) mode or the retransmission

(RT) mode, depending on whether or not he

suffered a channel collision. A user in either

the TR or RT mode will enter the RT mode if

the packet transmission is not successful, while

he will enter the TR mode if the packet is suc-

cessful. In the TR mode, a user generates and

transmits a new packet in a slot with proba-

bility qa: The transmission mode is also re-

ferred to the “thinking” or “origination” mode.

A user who has suffered a channel collision

and is waiting for retransmission is said to be

in the RT mode. A user in the RT mode is

often said to be “backlogged,” and a back-

logged user is blocked in the sense that he is in-

hibited from generating and transmitting a new

packet [8], [9]. He simply retransmits a packet

in each successive slot with probability qr un-

til attaining a successful packet transmission;

that is, the retransmission delay is geometri-

cally distributed with mean 1=qr : Since qr is

the retransmission rate for the input traffic, we

note that 0 < qr < 1: Similarly, we have 0 <

qa < 1 for the transmission rate qa; where

qr > qa is usually assumed for cases of prac-

tical interest. For computer networks, the tra-

ffic from individual users is typically charac-

terized by a bursty behavior, that is, a high

peak-to-average traffic rate. Because of this

characteristic, qa � 1 is usually assumed in

such a system. For simplicity in modeling the

system, it is assumed that acknowledgements

are perfect and instantaneous. Zero propaga-

tion delay is also assumed for packet trans-

mission. The symbol n in Fig. 1 indicates

the backlog number, which describes the state

of the system. Thus, n will form the dis-

crete state space consisting of a set of integers,

f0;1;2; � � � ;Mg:
For the derivation of a tractable solution to

the proposed system, a number of modeling as-

sumptions and approximations are necessary.

Basically we assume that all transmitters

use a common spreading code and that suit-

able spreading code properties allow for the

successful reception of time-overlappingpack-

ets. We also assume that the processing gain of

the system is high enough to mitigate interfer-

ence effects and that the repetition period of the

code is chosen sufficiently large so as to assure

that two packets using the same spreading code

are quasi-orthogonal if they arrive with a time

offset of at least Tchip:

With respect to acknowledgements, a per-

fect and instantaneous reception of acknowl-

edgements is assumed. It is assumed that col-

lisions are detected by time-out due to the lack

of a positive acknowledgement. Zero propaga-

tion delay is also assumed.

Perfect synchronization is assumed to be

available in slotting. Once a packet is cap-

tured, we assume the receiver remains locked

onto the packet until the end of reception, re-

gardless of whether or not bit errors occur.

Also, all transmitted signals are assumed to

have equal received power at the receiver sys-
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Fig. 1. A model of the slotted ALOHA random access system.

tem. Thus, consideration of the near-far prob-

lem is eliminated from the performance analy-

sis.

To make packet captures possible in the

presence of collisions, we must specify the de-

sign of the packet, the slot and the capture

mechanism.

1. Packet Design

In our analysis, we assume that a single

packet is comprised of a special preamble code

and an address/message portion. In addition,

we assume that every packet preamble em-

ploys an identical pseudo-noise (PN) code (for

more detailed examples, refer to [10]). This

preamble code is used for both packet detec-

tion and synchronization. For packet detection

and synchronization, a matched filter is used

at the receiver system [10], [11]. The advan-

tage in using a matched filter lies in the fact

that there is no need to search in time for the

incoming signal [12]. Since the matched filter

will respond whenever the target signal arrives

at the receiver, the locations and magnitudes of

the peaks in the matched filter output indicate

the exact arrival times and signal strengths of

all packets that are received during that time

slot. The data portion in fact includes an en-

coded address part as well as an information-

bearing part.

2. Slot Design

To support delay capture, the length of the
slot, Ts; is extended in order to allow some ad-
ditional time for the randomization of packet
transmission times. Thus, the actual packet
time Tp should be made smaller than the slot
width by an amount TuI that is,

TsDTuCTp: (2)
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In each slot, packet transmission times from

each user are then uniformly randomized over

the Tu interval. This randomization causes

packet arrival times to differ slightly and al-

lows the receiver system to detect and capture

the desired packet based on the autocorrelation

properties of the preamble PN code.

3. Randomized TOA

In a slotted ALOHA system, all users are

synchronized by means of a common clock and

are allowed to transmit a packet only at the

beginning of a slot. Therefore, the propaga-

tion delay will cause the contending packets in

a given slot to arrive at the intended receiver

in order of increasing link range; the transmit-

ters at shorter distances from the receiver will

have a higher chance to eventually deliver their

packets to the receiver. Thus, as Abramson

has indicated in [13], the transmitters beyond a

certain critical distance from the receiver may

have no throughput. This range effect is un-

fair to the transmitters located far from the re-

ceiver.

To make the reception of packets fair at

the receiver, transmitters must incorporate ran-

domized transmission delays within the slot.

In a system with delay capture, the use of this

randomization procedure can eliminate the dis-

crimination against the more distant transmit-

ters. If the randomized transmission procedure

is implemented at each transmitter, the central

receiver at the destination will see the incom-

ing packets with TOAs randomized over the

interval .0;Tu /:

4. Packet Capture Mechanism

The TOA differences can be used to al-

low capture of the first arriving packet in a

slot. A system which uses DS/SS signaling ex-

hibits the delay capture effect because of the

high peak-to-sidelobe autocorrelation property

of a PN sequence. With the assumption that

the PN sequence does not repeat its pattern

within a packet duration, then two packets

which use the same sequence and arrive at the

same time will be highly correlated over the

entire packet duration; whereas, packets arriv-

ing with at least chip time offset will demon-

strate the quasi-orthogonality of the PN code.

As the number of chips in the PN sequence gets

larger, the autocorrelation function R.�/ of the

PN code becomes smaller for j�j > 0: Thus,

packets arriving with time offsets are nearly or-

thogonal and thus do not induce large mutual

interference. A minimum time to resolve two

packets as separate arrivals will be necessary,

however, the orthogonality between packet ar-

rivals depends on the autocorrelation function

of the PN code. This minimum time necessary

between arrivals is called the “capture time,”

which we denote Tc:

To determine the presence or absence of a

signal, a threshold detector located at the out-

put of the matched filter is used. When the

detector is triggered by the threshold crossing,

the decoder is enabled to lock onto the current
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the packet capture mechanism: (a) three packet arrivals, no success; (b) three packet arrivals, first

attempt packet captured.

packet. Now we illustrate the concept whereby

the first arriving packet will be captured. As

an example, consider first the situation shown

in Fig. 2(a) in which there are three arriving

packets in a slot. The first two packets arrive

less than Tc seconds apart, while the third one

arrives more than Tc seconds after the second

packet. In this case, the output of the matched

filter will give three spikes. The receiver will

respond to only the first spike and try to de-

code the first arriving packet. However, the

first packet will not be successfully decoded

because of the failure to satisfy the minimum

requirement for a separation of Tc between the

first two arriving packets. The second and third

packets will not be captured because the re-

ceiver, upon detecting the spike of the first

packet, has already switched to the long acqui-

sition and tracking mode and therefore cannot

lock onto any other later arriving packets, even

if the first packet is not successfully captured.

Nevertheless, it is possible for a packet other

than the first to capture the receiver. Additional

captures may occur due to radio propagation

characteristics such as Rayleigh fading that re-

sults in power capture at the receiver. Addi-

tional captures contribute to the total capture

probability. But in [1] the authors assume that

only the first packet is eligible for capture. As

a result, their equation for the capture proba-

bility acts as a lower bound on the true capture

probability.

Fig. 2(b) shows the case where the receiver

successfully receives the first arriving packet.

The receiver will capture the first packet once

it detects the first spike. In this case, the first

packet will be captured because all subsequent

packet arrival times are sufficiently separated

from the first packet. For the same reason as in

Fig. 2(a), the second and third packets cannot

be successfully captured. Accordingly, subse-

quent spikes will be neglected and only the first

packet is captured.

We have now defined the necessary mod-

eling assumptions and approximations, and

described how the DS/SS slotted ALOHA
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receiver system under consideration works.

Next, we determine the capture probability,

which will later be incorporated into the per-

formance analysis.

III. CAPTURE PROBABILITY

In order to determine the performance of a
capture channel, it is necessary to probabilis-
tically describe the capture phenomenon. The
capture probability,denoted by Cn; for the cap-
ture model considered is

CnD

8>>>>><>>>>>:
0; nD0I
1; nD1I
.1�Q/n ; n�2;

(3)

where Q is the capture ratio, defined by Tc=Tu;

and n denotes the number of arriving packets in

the given slot at the receiver system.

Equation (3) was previously derived by

Davis and Gronemeyer [1]. The derivation

method that they used is a random variable ap-

proach based on the distribution of TOA oc-

cupation. For n packets arriving in a slot with

different arrival times, TOAi; 1� i�n: deter-

mining the distribution of the random variable

W D Y � X; Cn can be defined as the proba-

bility that W exceeds Tc: Fig. 3 illustrates the

relationships among the variables.

Therefore, given the probability density

function of W , pW .w/, the capture probability

for n�2 is determined as Cn D PrfW>Tcg DR Tu

Tc
pW .w/dw:

Fig. 3. TOA distribution.

IV. FINITE POPULATION
THROUGHPUT-DELAY
ANALYSIS

In this section, we describe the discrete-

time Markov chain model for a DS/SS, slotted

ALOHA system with randomized TOA and

delay capture developed by Davis and Grone-

meyer [1]. This Markov chain model accounts

for the effect of randomized TOA at the cen-

tral receiver and determines the evolution of

the network performance. We first define the

probability of success to approximate a slotted

ALOHA channel. Subsequently, an analysis of

the Markov chain model for the system with

delay capture is presented.

1. Success Probability

It is notable that packet capture alone

does not guarantee that the packet will be
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received successfully. Given that a packet

is captured, its final destiny depends on the

number of other packets present in the slot

and the modulation/SS signaling format

employed. In fact, the ultimate success

probability, PrfSuccessg; must be accounted

for in the factorization of PrfSuccessg D
PrfCapturegPrfRetainjCaptureg. In a real

system, an interfering packet can prevent

completion of the reception of the captured

packet if the system interference margin is

exceeded. A DS/SS system can reject later

packets as noise up to a certain power level.

Davis and Gronemeyer assume, however,

that the multi-user threshold condition [14]

holds and that a perfect error correcting code

capability is available at the decoder [1],

[3], i.e., PrfRetainjCaptureg D 1, and thus

PrfSuccessg D PrfCaptureg: Assume that a

packet is reliably captured if it arrives at the

receiver Tc seconds before any other packet.
Given that n packets are transmitted in a

slot, we now define PS.1jn/ to be the proba-
bility that a packet is successfully received:

PS.1jn/DPrf1 successful packet j
n packets are transmittedg

DCn: (4)

Correspondingly, we define

PS.0jn/D1� PS.1jn/
D1�Cn: (5)

In practice, the success probability would be

affected by the characteristics of the particu-

lar DS/SS scheme (i.e., modulation, SS band-

width, and error control coding). Assuming

that a perfect error correcting code capability is

available at the receiver, however, we can in-

terchangeably use the two notations, PS.1jn/
and Cn:

Under the assumptions and approxima-

tions made thus far, the behavior of the single-

hop, DS/SS slotted ALOHA wireless network

system can now be described as a Markov

model.

2. Markov Chain Analysis

The behavior of the slotted ALOHA sys-

tem shown in Fig. 1 can now be described by a

discrete-time Markov chain whose state transi-

tions occur on a slot-by-slotbasis. Let nt be the

number of users in the RT mode, i.e., the num-

ber of blocked or backlogged users, at time t:

Then, nt is a discrete-time Markov chain which

serves as the state descriptor for the system.

Given M users in the network, each of the nt

backlogged users will independently retrans-

mit a packet in each successive slot with prob-

ability qr until that packet is successfully re-

ceived. Each of M�nt other users will gen-

erate and transmit a new packet in a given slot

with probability qa:

Conditioned on nt D i, we define the fol-
lowing two probabilities:

Qa.k; i/DPrfk users in TR mode transmit

new packets in a slot g

D

0B@M� i

k

1CAqa
k.1�qa /

M�i�k (6)
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and

Qr.k; i/DPrfk users in RT mode retransmit

backlogged packets in a slot g

D

0B@ i

k

1CAqr
k.1�qr /

i�k : (7)

Let St be the channel input rate at time t,
which is a function of the M�nt unbacklogged
users. Thus, assuming M and qa to be time-
invariant, St D .M�nt /qa, and nt is a Markov
chain with stationary transition probabilities.
Then, the one-step steady-state transitionprob-
ability going from state i to j, Pi; j , is

Pi; j DPrf ntC1D j j nt D i g;
jD0;1; � � � ;M; (8)

where i and j are the numbers of backlogged

users in the successive slots.

Given that the system is in state i at the be-

ginning of a slot, the following four possible

state transitions can occur:

1. The state decreases by more than 1.

This is not possible because at most one

packet can be successfully captured and

decoded in a given slot.

2. The state decreases by i� jD1. This is

possible only when a backlogged packet

is successfully transmitted in a given

slot.

3. The state does not change, i.e., i� jD0:

4. The state increases by j� i; i< j�M:

Based on these four cases, the transition prob-
abilities, Pi; j are given by

Pi; jD

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

0; j� i�2I
Prfno TR users transmitg
�Prf1 RT user0s pkt is capturedg; jD i�1I
Prf1 TR user transmitsg
�Prf1 user0s pkt is capturedg
CPrf no TR users transmitg
�Prf no user0s pkt is capturedg; jD iI
Prf j� iC1 TR users transmitg
�Prf1 user0s pkt is capturedg
CPrf j� i TR users transmitg
�Prf no user0s pkt is capturedg; j> i:

(9)

The corresponding mathematical expressions
are then given by

Pi; j D

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

0; j� i�2I
iP

kD1
Qa.0; i/Qr .k; i/PS .1jk/; jD i�1I

iP
kD0

Qr .k; i/[Qa .1; i/PS .1jkC1/

CQa.0; i/PS .0jk/]; jD iI
iP

kD0
Qr .k; i/[Qa . j� iC1; i/

�PS.1jkC j� iC1/

CQa. j� i; i/PS .0jkC j� i/]; j� i;

(10)

where Pi; j constitutes the .i; j/-th element of

the state transition matrix D [Pi; j ] and
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Fig. 4. Markov chain for DS/SS slotted system with delay capture and randomized TOA.

PS.mjn/, mD0;1 is as previously defined.

The corresponding Markov chain is illus-

trated in Fig. 4, where the number inside the

circle indicates the state, i.e., the size of the

backlog. Note that the backlog number can

decrease by at most one per transmission, but

it can increase by an arbitrary amount. In a

DS/SS system with delay capture, one packet

can be successfully received even if there is a

collision involving two or more packets. Un-

like slotted ALOHA, not all packets involved

in a collision will become backlogged. The

P0;1 transitionprobability accounts for the pos-

sibility of single packet capture when the sys-

tem is initially in a zero backlog state. In stan-

dard slotted ALOHA, this state transition is not

possible.

For the case of a finite population with M
users, the Markov chain in Fig. 4 is irreducible,

aperiodic, and ergodic [15], [9]. Thus, a sta-
tionary probability distribution vector, 5 D
[�0;�1; � � � ;�M ], of nt exists for which �n de-
notes the steady-state probability of being in
state n, defined by

�n
4D lim

t!1Prfnt Dng: (11)

The stationary probability distribution vector,
5, can be computed by solving the following
MC1 linear simultaneous equations,

5D5 (12)

with the constraint that
MX

iD0

�iD1: (13)

Starting with an arbitrary positive value
��0; we may calculate recursively [16]

��nD
1

Pn;n�1

"
��n�1�

n�1X
iD0

��i Pi;n�1

#
: (14)
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After normalizing, we get the equilibriumstate
occupation probabilities given by

�nD ��n
MP

iD0
��i

(15)

to find the Markov chain in state n:

Alternatively, we can also apply linear al-

gebra to determine 5: Since (12) implies that

5 is an eigenvector of corresponding to an

unity eigenvalue, we need only computing this

eigenvector5 and then normalize it to have the

sum of its entries equal to 1. We use the sec-

ond method based on MATLAB computation

in our numerical analysis.
Conditioning on nt D n, we can observe

the system dynamics by defining the condi-
tional channel throughput to be the average
number of successful packets Sout.n/, in pack-
ets/slot. This channel throughput is the proba-
bility of exactly one packet transmission, given
that there exist n backlogged users at the begin-
ning of the given slot at time t: Therefore, the
conditional throughput can be expressed as

Sout.n/DPrf1 packet is successfully received j
nt Dng

D
M�nX
lD0

nX
kD0

Qa.l;n/Qr .k;n/PS .1jlCk/:

(16)

The steady state channel throughput rate is
then given by

SD
MX

nD0

Sout.n/�n : (17)

Similarly, the expected channel backlog is

given by

ND
MX

nD0

n�n: (18)

By Little’s theorem [17], the average delay or
average backlog time is given by

DD N

S
: (19)

V. MATLAB-COMPUTATIONS-
BASED NUMBERICAL
RESULTS

MATLAB file (.m-file) has been written

for computing capture probability (or success

probability), binomial coefficient and average

channel throughput-delay-backlog, in which

equations (3)-(19) were employed.

Based on the equations (16)-(19), Fig. 5

presents typical average performance curves

with a small capture ratio and a high retrans-

mission probability for DS/SS slotted ALOHA

system, given QD 0:01, qr D 0:125, and MD
f40;55g: In order to benchmark our results, we

have used the same parameter values for the fi-

nite population model Davis and Gronemeyer

[1] used in the infinite population model. Solid

line curves in Fig. 5 represent nominal system

operations in which the system supports M D
40 users. Assuming that 15 users are unexpect-

edly added to the system, dotted curves rep-

resent the system that supports M D 55 users.

The two points in Fig. 5 correspond to channel

operating points for M D 40 and 55, in which

qaD0:02 (refer to Fig. 6 of [1]).
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Fig. 5. Average performance for DS/SS slotted ALOHA wireless system employing the first attempt packet capture model.

MD40 (solid)/MD55 (dotted), QD0:01 and qr D0:125 : S vs. qaI D vs. SI D vs. qaI N vs. qa.

Under a nominal system operation with

M D 40 users, the system achieves an aver-

age throughput of SD 0:712 packets/slot with

an average delay of D D 6:203 slots (average

backlog number ND4:415 nodes) at the chan-

nel operating point. In the dotted curves with
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M D 55 users, the increase in the number of

users causes the throughput to increase to SD
0:878; while the average delay also increases

to D D 12:636 slots, and the average backlog

increases to N D 11:096 nodes. That the av-

erage delay D doubled due to the additional

15 users means that the system users will ex-

perience a slightly larger blocking probability

while the extra users remain in the system.

In comparison to the fact that maximum

achievable channel throughput for standard

slotted ALOHA is just raised to 0.368, it is

clear from Fig. 5 that a system with random-

ized TOA and delay capture significantly im-

proves throughput-delay performance.

As Kleinrock and Lam [4] claimed, we can

also easily show that the Markov chain-based

calculation for S and N for a stable channel

are closely approximated by the equilibrium

contour-based calculation for So and no at the

channel operating point. That is, .no; So / �
.N ; S/:

The application program used for analysis

and the computation example for qa D 0:125

are given in Appendix.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have described and

analyzed a single-hop, DS/SS slotted ALOHA

wireless communications network system

which takes advantage of the pseudo-

orthogonality property of a DS/SS waveform

and the time capture property of the delay

capture mechanism.

For the MAC-level performance analysis,

a standard analysis technique, Markov chain

analysis has been introduced to investigate the

dynamic behavior of the capture-type channel.

The MATLAB-computations-based numerical

results demonstrated the employed linear al-

gebra analysis approach is viable to the finite

population Markov chain problem and also in-

dicated that with some chosen values of the

retransmission probability, qr , and the capture

ratio, Q, the system throughput will degrade

gracefully while maintaining good delay per-

formance even under heavy load conditions.

These attributes can provide significant advan-

tages in supporting a large set of (potentially

mobile) users in a ground-based wireless com-

munications environment (especially, in local

wireless applications).

APPENDIX

Application MATLAB .m-file and Com-

putational Example for Finite Population

Markov Chain Analysis Problem:

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ———————————————————————-%
% <<Application Program for MATLAB %
% Markov Chain Analysis>> %
% ———————————————————————-%
% %
% Throughput-Delay Calculations versus p for s=f0.125g %
% (with CAPTURE) %
% %
% p=pr=Prfa terminal retransmits a blocked packet in a %
% subsequent slotg %
% s=sigma=Prfa terminal transmits a new packetg %
% NT = the number of terminals present in the network %
% Q = capture ratio %
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% n(i)t=the number of pkts present in a slot at the i-th %
% terminal at time t (0<=n(i)t<=M) %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear

NT=10;
Q=1/100;

pr=[0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.999];
sigma=[0.125];
m=length(sigma);
mj=length(pr);

Y=[ ];
S=[ ];
D=[ ];
B=[ ];

%–(1st DO LOOP)—
j=0;
while j < m;
j=j+1;

%= = =>
s=sigma(j)

%–(2nd DO LOOP)—
i=0;
while i < mj;
i=i+1;
%= = =>
p=pr(i)

% for the case that j=i :
ii=0;
while ii < NT+1;
ii=ii+1;
im=ii-1;

k=-1;
temp1=0;
temp2=0;
while k<im;
k=k+1;
temp1=temp1+capq(Q,k+1)�bico(im,k)�p^k�(1-p)^(im-k);
temp2=temp2+(1-capq(Q,k))�bico(im,k)�p^k�(1-p)^(im-k);
end

P(ii,ii)=(NT-im)�s�(1-s)^ (NT-im-1)�temp1+(1-s)^(NT-im)
�temp2;

end

% for the case that j=i+1 :
ii=0;
while ii < NT;
ii=ii+1;
im=ii-1;

k=-1;
temp1=0;

temp2=0;
while k<im;
k=k+1;
temp1=temp1+capq(Q,k+2)�bico(im,k)�p^k�(1-p)^(im-k);
temp2=temp2+(1-capq(Q,k+1))�bico(im,k)�p^k�(1-p)

^(im-k);
end

P(ii,ii+1)=bico(NT-im,2)�s^2�(1-s)^(NT-im-2)�temp1
+(NT-im)�s�(1-s)^(NT-im-1)�temp2;

end

% for the case that j=i-1 :
ii=1;
while ii < NT+1;
ii=ii+1;
im=ii-1;
k=0;
temp1=0;
while k<im;
k=k+1;
temp1=temp1+capq(Q,k)�bico(im,k)�p^k�(1-p)^(im-k);
end

P(ii,ii-1)=(1-s)^(NT-im)�temp1;
end

% for the case that j >= i+2 :
jj=2;
while jj < NT+1;
jj=jj+1;
jm=jj-1;
ii=0;
while ii < jj-2;
ii=ii+1;
im=ii-1;
k=-1;
temp1=0;
temp2=0;
while k<im;
k=k+1;
temp1=temp1+capq(Q,k+jm-im+1)�bico(im,k)�p^k

�(1-p)^(im-k);
temp2=temp2+(1-capq(Q,k+jm-im))�bico(im,k)�p^k

�(1-p)^(im-k);
end

P(ii,jj)=bico(NT-im,jm-im+1)�s^(jm-im+1)�(1-s)^(NT-jm-1)
�temp1+bico(NT-im,jm-im)�s^(jm-im)�(1-s)
^(NT-jm)�temp2;

end
end

% for the case that j <= i-2 :
ii=2;
while ii < NT+1;
ii=ii+1;
jj=0;
while jj < ii-2;
jj=jj+1;
P(ii,jj)=0;
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end
end

%= = =>
P
%
[V,E]=eig(P’);

%= = =>
V
E
%

ii=0;
while ii < NT+1;
ii=ii+1;
d(ii)=E(ii,ii);
end

%= = =>
d
%

%- - -
%d=diag(E);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% SORT SORT(X) sorts each column of X in ascending
% order. [Y,I] = SORT(X) also returns matrix I
% containing the indexes used in the sort. If X is
% a vector, Y = X(I). When X is complex, the
% elements are sorted by ABS(X).
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

[y,z]=sort(d);

%= = =>
y
z
%

ii=0;
c=0;
while ii < NT+1;
ii=ii+1;
c=c+V(ii,z(NT+1));
end

%= = =>
c
V=V/c
%
avg=0;
n=-1;
while n < NT;
n=n+1;

avg=avg+n�V(n+1, z(NT+1));
Y=[Y y(NT+1)];
end

AvgN(i)=avg;
Block(i)=avg/NT;
Sout(i)=(NT-avg)�s;
AvgD(i)=AvgN(i)/Sout(i);
S=[S, Sout(i)];
D=[D, AvgD(i)];
B=[B, Block(i)];

%–(2nd DO LOOP END)—
end

%–(1st DO LOOP END)—
end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% capq capq(Q,n) computes the capture probability given
% capture ratio Q and the number of packet arrivals, n
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function yQ = capq(Q,n);

if n<=0,
yQ=0;
elseif n==1,
yQ=1;
else
yQ=(1-Q)^n;
end

end

%%%%%%%%%%
%
% bico bico(n,k) computes the value of binomial coefficient.
%
%%%%%%%%%%

function y = bico(n,k);

resd=1.;
resn=1.;
sumlogd=0.;
sumlogn=0.;
loop=n-k;

m=0;
while m<loop;
m=m+1;
i=m-1;
nu=n-i;
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den=loop-i;
resn=resn�nu;
resd=resd�den;
sumlogn=sumlogn+log(resn);
sumlogd=sumlogd+log(resd);
resn=1.;
resd=1.;
end;

if n< k,
y=0;
else
y=exp(sumlogn-sumlogd);
end

end;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% ———————————————————————-%
% << Application Example of MATLAB %
% Computations>> %
% ———————————————————————-%
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

s =
0.1250

p =
0.2000

P =
Columns 1 through 6

0.6389 0.2368 0.0941 0.0248 0.0047 0.0006
0.0601 0.6255 0.2176 0.0761 0.0175 0.0028

0 0.1234 0.6099 0.1946 0.0589 0.0115
0 0 0.1908 0.5904 0.1682 0.0430
0 0 0 0.2632 0.5649 0.1389
0 0 0 0 0.3418 0.5314
0 0 0 0 0 0.4278
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Columns 7 through 11

0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0015 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0069 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0290 0.0037 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000
0.1076 0.0175 0.0016 0.0001 0.0000
0.4869 0.0759 0.0088 0.0005 0.0000
0.5226 0.4282 0.0459 0.0032 0.0001

0 0.6276 0.3515 0.0203 0.0006
0 0 0.7446 0.2521 0.0033
0 0 0 0.8755 0.1245

V =

Columns 1 through 6

0.0220 0.1116 -0.2633 0.3729 0.3195 -0.1680
0.1320 0.4073 -0.4021 -0.1442 -0.6732 0.6122
0.3583 0.5544 0.1624 -0.7038 0.0051 -0.6983
0.5712 0.2027 0.6913 -0.0407 0.6076 0.0805
0.5837 -0.3319 0.3897 0.5230 -0.0195 0.3029
0.3930 -0.5025 -0.1550 0.2211 -0.2668 -0.0769
0.1732 -0.3145 -0.2695 -0.1029 -0.0390 -0.0714
0.0480 -0.1062 -0.1248 -0.0973 0.0465 0.0088
0.0077 -0.0192 -0.0263 -0.0256 0.0178 0.0089
0.0006 -0.0016 -0.0024 -0.0025 0.0020 0.0012
0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000

Columns 7 through 11

-0.0699 -0.0294 -0.0072 -0.0136 0.0042
0.3499 0.1822 0.0580 0.0987 -0.0373

-0.6815 -0.4742 -0.2090 -0.3109 0.1482
0.6073 0.6614 0.4395 0.5556 -0.3494

-0.1732 -0.5142 -0.5943 -0.6128 0.5409
-0.0833 0.1970 0.5357 0.4223 -0.5747
0.0490 -0.0101 -0.3216 -0.1723 0.4243
0.0066 -0.0152 0.1238 0.0338 -0.2150

-0.0041 0.0020 -0.0276 0.0000 0.0716
-0.0007 0.0006 0.0026 -0.0008 -0.0141
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013

E =

Columns 1 through 6

1.0000 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.8584 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.7307 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.6156 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.5122 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.4198
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Columns 7 through 11

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0.3378 0 0 0 0
0 0.2660 0 0 0
0 0 0.1515 0 0
0 0 0 0.2040 0
0 0 0 0 0.1081

d =

Columns 1 through 6

1.0000 0.8584 0.7307 0.6156 0.5122 0.4198

Columns 7 through 11

0.3378 0.2660 0.1515 0.2040 0.1081
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y =
Columns 1 through 6

0.1081 0.1515 0.2040 0.2660 0.3378 0.4198

Columns 7 through 11

0.5122 0.6156 0.7307 0.8584 1.0000

z =
11 9 10 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

c =
2.2897

V =
Columns 1 through 6

0.0096 0.0487 -0.1150 0.1629 0.1396 -0.0734
0.0576 0.1779 -0.1756 -0.0630 -0.2940 0.2674
0.1565 0.2421 0.0709 -0.3074 0.0022 -0.3050
0.2494 0.0885 0.3019 -0.0178 0.2653 0.0352
0.2549 -0.1450 0.1702 0.2284 -0.0085 0.1323
0.1717 -0.2195 -0.0677 0.0966 -0.1165 -0.0336
0.0756 -0.1373 -0.1177 -0.0449 -0.0170 -0.0312
0.0210 -0.0464 -0.0545 -0.0425 0.0203 0.0039
0.0034 -0.0084 -0.0115 -0.0112 0.0078 0.0039
0.0003 -0.0007 -0.0010 -0.0011 0.0009 0.0005
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Columns 7 through 11

-0.0305 -0.0128 -0.0031 -0.0060 0.0018
0.1528 0.0796 0.0253 0.0431 -0.0163

-0.2977 -0.2071 -0.0913 -0.1358 0.0647
0.2652 0.2889 0.1920 0.2427 -0.1526

-0.0756 -0.2246 -0.2596 -0.2676 0.2363
-0.0364 0.0860 0.2340 0.1844 -0.2510
0.0214 -0.0044 -0.1405 -0.0753 0.1853
0.0029 -0.0066 0.0541 0.0148 -0.0939

-0.0018 0.0009 -0.0121 0.0000 0.0313
-0.0003 0.0002 0.0012 -0.0003 -0.0062
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0005
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